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TT.lODUC'riOK
This -thesis is bieod on -*©rk done In tho eraser of 1965 at the inventory
Research Office at Frankford Arsenal in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Its purpose
was to apply -theoretical work dene by the Ordnance inventory Management Project
in the late 1950* I to a system that satisfied the assumptions of -this earlier
work. "That system was tile U. S. Army Logistical Center, Japan (USALCJ). The
Commander-in-Chief, Pacific, had asked the Directorate of Inventory Control
at USALCJ to review its techniques and to search for a better policy. As a
result of a visit to USALCJ by Mr. Bernard B. Rosenman, Chief, of tiie inventory
Research Office (ISO), an informal study of USALCJ was begun by IRO but other
high priority research projects impeded the reeeareh until June, 1965.
"xcept for the cost of a procurement action (CP) and -the cost of holding
a dollar* s worth of a unit per year (CR), all -the parameters that described
the items of the system were estimated or determined. Ihe Ordnance inventory
Management Project's research enabled one to specify an optimal policy that
would minimise -the total economic cost of a system with specified availability,
Ihe cost factors CP and GH must be known to do tills* Management at USALCJ was
primarily interested in finding shat alternatives were possible in terms of
changed investment, baekorders, availability, and procurement activity through
application of optimal policies. Management was secondarily interested in
minimising -the total economic coat.
The purpose of tills research was to forecast what would happen to the
system under various optimal policies. An optimal policy was formulated ifcen
the availability and tho CP/CR ratio were specified. Over eighty combinations
of tiieee policy specifying parameters were investigated.
2An optimal policy one found thai would reduce the investment in stock on
hand yet maintain the levels of backerdor* and procurement. A policy vac
found that would reduce the dollar value of beckorders while keeping investment
and procurement at pre-isplementetion levels* Rather than take advantage of
the wairlun possible reduction in investment, management might have chosen to
trade seas of the possible reduction in investment for a partial reduction in
the dollar value of beckordere while holding procurement at the pre-inplementetion
level of 14,240 per year.
Many other possibilities existed. For example, the capacity of the
procurement group could have been decreased while holding investment and back*
orders at their old levels. Of course, and most likely, a combination of
adjustments wbs possible.
A computer program was devised that would forecast the response of the
system under an optimal policy determined by any eelected availability and CP/CH
ratio. A point of interest to the Inventory Research Office was to find how
well -fee theoretical estimators for performance and activity under the (R,Q)
policy in uss at U3ALCJ would come to the figures actually observed in the
system. Another purpose was to rederive the model and to present the original
research.
the approach Involved deriving the expected values of performance and activity
for each item. Totals for the whole system were obtained by getting actual figures
for a set of representative items ard multiplying each figure for each representa-
tive item by the number of items in the system that were similar to it.
She notation used occasionally departs from the style commonly used by statis-
ticians. All the acronyms used are st least similar to those used in the Army»e
research in logistics, for quick reference, a glossary of symbols has seen placed
at the end of the thesis.
3EXPECTED VALUES FOR AN MM AND A SYSTEM
Managers of an inventory system are given resources—manpower, facilities,
equipment, and money—to satisfy the needs of ite customers. Management is
responsible for the best possible employment of these resources. If the eystoat
is to be changed or shoe the deatrntf of the customers changes, management must
estimate the change in resource consumption that will result. Most aspects of
these problems have been discussed by Churchaan, Ackoff, end Arnoff (2). The
primary purpose of this study was to help management at His U. S. Amy Logistical
Center, Japan, (USALCJ) find a better policy of the same typo as that already in
use. Estimators for performance and activity had to be derived to predict how
the system would reset under a proposed policy.
Policy is mads shorn management chooses how it will invest its funds by
setting a reorder point (Rj) and a replenishment quantity (Qj) for each item*
Operationally, a procurement group is made responsible for ordering a quantity
of Qj units of the jth item shsnever its assets are less than or equal to Rj.
Assets are
-fee number of units in stock plus those on order minus those bsek-
ordered. Any system governed by a policy like this will be referred to as
being under an (R,Q) policy.
Inventory
Each item will have a long run average number of units in stock. Let the
probability density of ij units on hand of item J be Ate expected level
of inventory for the jth item is
3
4The expected dollar value of investment in the itam would be
Since many iteae hare about the suae values for the parameters that describe
than—such as unit price or average yearly deaaneV-end are usually placed under
the seae (R,Q) policy, it is convenient if the various expected values are calcu-
lated for one representative ltea from each croup of similar itemo. Let there be
k classes and let -the Jth item represent the Jth class. If there are n^ items in
the Jth class, the total, or aggregate, dollar value of stock on hand for the
whole system would be expected to be
kAm - x », • WX. (3)|4 * 3
AWX is the expected average dollar value of stock on hand.
Requisitioning Objective
The maximum number of units that can be on head at any time is the reorder
point plus the replenishment quantity. Hie i»ttW- investment in stock on hand,
which has been called the requisitioning objective, is
The mairfmua operating capital that might be needed by the system under a proposed
(R»Q) policy is called the aggregate requisitioning objective.
k
ARO r I «. RO
1=1
3
'
(5)
5Measures of Performance and Activity
tfanagameiit needed to know how well the syetea would satisfy demand and how
much wort would be required under any proposed (R,Q) policy. Two indices of
performance were estiaatod--the dollar value of brekorders and the availability.
One aeasurs of work wae derived—-»ie number of procurement actions per year.
Bamkorders
One index of how poorly the system would perform was unsatisfied demand, the
number of unite backerdered because requieltlons were received for en item that
was out of stock. Let the probability density of the number of units backordered
be f
2(bj). The expected value of backorders is
EOj) = J ||. f2(b3) (6)
for the Jth item, Baekerders are considered a positive quantity even though they
occur tfcen -there is "negative" stock, i.e. v?hen the net stock level is below
aero. The dollar value of baekerders is
The aggregate expected dollar value of baekerders over the shole catalog is
k
AD7B -2 »* WBj (8)
The loss due of unavailability of a unit is assumed to be directly proportional
to Its unit price. Therefore, AOTB is considered to be a better index of
performance than the total number of units hackordered. One disadvantage of the
aggregate dollar value of backorders as an index of performance Is that it does
Inot take Into account the dcmsmd pieced en -(It* syptem. That is, if dsrawid
Increased markedly, then AH7B would probably increase rogardleee of how well
the system eoped with the new burden.
Availability is a aeaaure of nerformanee thrt relates the system' s response
to demand placed on it to the order of magnitude of that demand. Availability
may be defined as the number of orders filled *en first presented relative to
the total number of orders received. Thus,
Availability has <he advantage of being easy to calculate for a gives period.
If as a matter or clerical procedure the number of units sent immediately to
fill requisitions and the number of units requisitioned wsre accumulated, the
resulting ratio would be -the availability experienced during the period. A
requisition for X units is considered to be X orders. This definition is necessary
for two reasons. First, a requisition for 10,000 units that is filled immediately
should be given mors weight than a requisition for 10 units that is filled
Immediately. Second, it clarifies how to account for partially filled requisitions.
Ih terms of the net stock level the availability can be interpreted as the
probability that net stock is above or at sero units. When availability is
defined in this way it will be symbelised by y Net steak consists of the
stock on hand, 1^, minus the quantity bnekordered, By so
Availability
for Ij>
9»r B. >0
(10)
or
The expected availability of the Jth it«i was found by swing the probability
density function of Nj from soro to infinity.
Availability for the system was defined ao the weighted average of the
availabilities of the k representative items. An acronym, AVAIL, was used for
this index of 8ystee»ide performance.
k
Z ».-<,
5 =1 * *
AVAIL = -a—- (12)
The systemwlde availability might not be too meaningful if there were much
variation among individual item availabilities. An optimal policy was required
to provide nearly the same availability for all items*
Adjusting the Replenishment Quantity
If performance is reasonably uniform for most items, that is, if fee
availability is about the same and if the dollar value of baokordsrs is propor-
tionate to the dollar value of annual demand, then overall measuros of avail*
ability and backorders are good for evaluating how veil the whole system is
functioning. If, however, some items are causing more than th<?ir share of the
aggregate dollar value of backorders by being understocked while others arm
continually in overeupply, then management normally adjusts the levels of
assets at which replenishment orders are mads. The reorder point of on under*
Istocked it«a is raised shile that of an overstocked item is lowered. This
eliminates untiecopnary investment end shifts this money into item accounts that
need a h103or average stock on hand to reduce the average baekordera.
Tor an itsn with steady demand the reorder point may be set so "the stock
is often about exhausted shen the replenishment quantity arrives. An item with
more variable demand may be given a higher reorder point sr.d a smaller replenish*
raent quantity so the system will respond to fluctuations in demand more roadily.
Shem the replenishment quantity is altered it changes "the number of procurement
actions that must be made to satisfy demand. If Qj is decreased, the number of
procurement actions per yoer must inereess Vcause demend continuee unchanged
and it take? no re orders to purchase the name number of units as before the
change. The opposite holds when Qj is increased because it takes fewer procure-
ment actions per year to pet enough units to satisfy the ennuol demand. The
expected nurabor of proeurmsent actions per year times the rapleniphment quantity
should equal the average yearly demand so
138i
q
5
and the total number of procurement actions expected per year would be
k
= En. E(NFY.)
yi 3 9
(15)
TNPY estimates the sork required from the procurement group fbr a given (R,Q)
policy.
Demand During the Procurement Lead Tla*
There ie an interval of time between the piecing e f an order for Qj unite
and the arrival of those unite that is called the procurement lead tine. If
the demand during the procurement lead time, ty ie a random variable Yy them
B(Yj) = Lj AYDj (16)
where Vj £» expreseed in yearly units.
The various expected values above hold for any cyetem under an (RtQ) policy.
To find the expected valuee of investment, backordsre, and availability, the
probability density function of net stock for on item in a system like that of
USALCJ win be derived in the next section.
DERIVATION OF EXPrCTTD VALORS OF PKRFOraiAHCE KKD ACTIVITY FOR AM TTOt
the expected values of performance end activity for on iteo in a system
ectisfying the following assumptions wore derived us » part of the Ordnance
Inventory Management Project, iheee result* were presented by Chrirtenaen,
Roeenawti, and Calliher (1), The original derivation required that the random
variable for the else of a requisition have a geometric density. It wee
implicit in the earlier research that the requisition else needed only a
moment generating function for the seme results to follow. This relaxation
is explicitly stated here*
Assumptions
le The number of requisitions received during a time period hn« a
stationary Poleson distribution.
8. The size of a requisition is a random variable S whose distribution
has • moment generating function.
3. The site of a requisition is statistically independent of the sixe
of any other requisition.
4. All the moments of are finite.
5. The procurement lead time is a fixed, known interval.
6. An item account is set in operation with assets at some level between
the reorder point and the reorder point plus the replenishment quantity, it is
equally likely that eny of th* points bet ween > and r plus Q is selected.
Assets are rectangularly distributed between R end R plus Q.
T. Aaoets are independent of demand.
11
I'oneot fJenerating Function of T^eemi!
"Sic nunber of rcquisitionc r»coired during -ftie prosursaent lead tlao is ft
rendoc variable X baring stationary Foieson density. If Aj is the average
nuaber of requisitions received per unit tiae, the probability density function
of X is
) x,=o, U a, a,
«.<*,|D - < X> 3 (17)
Otherwise
The size of ft requisition is a positire valued random variable with probaW
ility density function g_f o ) thnt has a aomeut generating function n (t)»
* 1 °
The comand during the procurfacnt lead time is a randon variable Y thnt has a
eoapoun<J Poison distribution (7). Let the probability density of demand be
(0 for y <
gjfOit) for y = (It)
Tho Beaent generating function of deamnd is
yCt) Z ^(yiL) (M)
= RjCOfL) f II M# I ^ oxp(t(s1-»s2+...-t-o ))
x=l
• K2(»2^ ••• K2f«x) ^(xtfO <*»i ^2 «••
Since the Sj are positive, independent, and identically distribute*,
«y(t}= expML) ^ £ gJxiU <? erp(te) g,( 8))* (20)
12
= •xp(-AL) * Z e«P(-&) • f,XL"i(t))
The ounmation is the series expansion of oxpfaL »„(t))
«y(t) = exp(-AL) - •xp(Xt, i((t))
y(t) = exp^Lfa^t) - 1)1 (22)
Variance to Hoar. Ratio
Hie ratio of the variance of Y to tho meen of Y con bo found from
CD - A tKt) (23)
EfY2) = (Al-^S)) 2 ^!^ 2) (24)
Tho variance of Y i»
J X- L-K(8f) (25)
ao the variance to moan ratio ie
VMR = l(S2)/fe(S) (26)
Tho VMR of an itsa was easily estimated and tho standard deviation of Y was
found from
a- * \l VMR L AYD (27)
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Distribution of Demand
Let Z be •> random variable defined by the linear transformation
2 = Y - Ffy) in)
The moment generating function of Z is
»
§
(t) = exp(-«(Y)/<r) «y(t/^ (*)
?» equation (22), repeated here with t/o- substituted for t and ALK(S) far r(Y)
,
':ow
i
g
(t) = exp|-.;L[(tB(S)A)
-m,(t/cr)*l)J }
.(t/cr) ^ 5(exp(tS/r))
(30)
(31)
which Is equivalent to
E
oo
Z 4r
k=0
(32)
Substituting the right hand eid* P f equation (32) for .(t/r) in a (t) gives
oxp
: exp
Recalling equation (25)
exp
k=3 M
(S3)
(34)
exp
L k-3 kt
2(Sk )
14
exp (*t8) • «xp [ f 4l ^ISX (^(S 2)^ 1
(JR k| R(SZ) J
»
g
(i) * •*p(**2) • axp[£ JL ClL)"1?] < 35>
As the procurowmt lead tine inereasee without bound, each tern In the series
gees to sere so
11a mg(t) r sxpm2) (36)
X» -» 00
This is the moment generating function of the standard normal distribution so
Z is approximately a standard nonsal variate when the procurement lead time is
long. Demand oust be nearly normally distributed with mean B(Y) and variance
Probability Density of Net Stock
Since all stock on order at time t-L is received by time t, the net stesk
at time t is
M4 = A^-Y (37)
The density of net stock is found from the joint density of assets and demand,
fc2^ &y assumption 6, assets hare the rectangular density
C 1/tj forft<a£R*Q
else-shore
15
Assumption 7 states that assets ara independent of deemnd.
For aaeh possible level of assnts and time t-L, the demand during L must be
exactly a^-ns units for nst stock (ns) to "arrive" at no at time t. The density
of ns is given by the convolution (7)
a- R
R*Q
h-(ns) = r n^y-H-L^^3
a-R 1
The density of ns for values less than or equal to R is found by making the
substitution y = a - ns (and dropping -the subscript on a)
R4QOIS
h,(ns) = (1/tj) Z lufy) (41)3 y*R«N8
h
3
(ns) r (^[^(RQJIS) - H^R-NS) ] (42)
for values of NS less than R,
For NS between R and R-*Q f h^y) in equation (40) is nonsero «hen flie
variable of integration takes on values such that a-ns is positive, i.e. for
assets greater then or equal to net stock.
R+Q
h,(ns) : (1/3) Z Vy=**»> (43)3
a ns
*
Substituting y*a - ns gives
R*Q^IS
hjns) = (i/)) i M*) (44)3 y*0 ^
h
8
(ns) = (1/fe) [^(R Q-NS) - H
a(0) ] (45)
1G
for values of NS between R i«d R+Q. Bince the net stork onnot exeeed the least
upper bound for assets, R+Q, hj(ns) is lero for NS greater than R+Q. lbs
probability density ef net stock is
Mm)
f (l/j) [h^R+Q-bs) - H^R-ns)]
< (!/*})[ H^R+Qmm) -14(0)]
for ns'R
for R^asrR+Q (46)
for ns>R-)Q
Availability
Availability has been defined (p. 6) as the probability that net stock is
above or at rero units. In terns of the probability "that an its* will be out
of stock, rvrailability can be defined as
0/ 1 - H
3(0) (47)
For a positive reorder point,
H
3(0)
-- (1/j) J" [H^R+Q-ns) - HjfR-ns)]
Substitute y^ for R+Q-ns and notice that y^-Q equals R-ns.
H
8(0) s (1/3) [HjCi^) - Hjd-j-Q)]
Has crose-hatched area in Pig. 1 is found by tttis sanation.
Fig. li Geometric interpretation of equation (4C)
1.0 1
0.5 •
0.0 MBMBS
Ctl
b(yVq
EfY)*Q+4«-
Suewetlen-
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If the Maxiw assets, R+Q t Is near four standard deviations above the expected
value of demand, E(T), then H^y) will be almost one over the interval of
summation so
Substitute y
2
for y^.
H
8
(0) t Z [1 - H^)] (50)
R
Shea y
g
is above K(Y) plus four standard deviations the difference is
practically tero so
E(YV* o-
H,<0) f J [1- Hl(y2)]
Dropping the subscript and using aquation (47), the availability is
2(YWcr
s I • Z [1 Hx(y)J (51)
Assets
The expected value of assets is
E(A) - R 4 |0 (52)
Baskorders
Backordsrs occur ehen net stock is below sero. It is customary to think
of baskorders as a positive variable so the following expected value was
defined as b&ekorders.
to
S(B) - J ns h,(-«s) (53)
bs=0
= i Z »srH.(ns-^-0) -H.(ns-R)]
0. ns-0 1 1 J
18
Using the MM transformations on E(B) as wre uned to get the availability, the
expect**! value ©f baefcorHem found to be
K(B)
= (Ifc) Y (y*) [l * ityy)] (54)
R
Stock on ITend—.Inventory
Using fee information in equations (11) and (37), the •took on hand was
found to he related to fee aeeete at tine t-*,, lite demand during L, and beck,
orders.
1 = A
t-L " Y + B
H
E(I) = E(A) . E(Y) + S(B) (55)
•Bie expected values in the right hand side of equation (55) are given in
equations (52), (16), and (54).
A computer program was written which would use the equations derived in
this section to calculate the expected values for representative items. These
expected values were used in fee equations of fee previous section to get
estimates of performance and activity for fee whole system.
It
A BSSCRH TION OF THE U. g. ARMY LOGISTICAL CENTER, JAPAN
Uo} rcaentivtivc Item*
The rang* ef unit prises was roughly divided into intsrvals on a loger-
lthsaio ecnle and tho range of average yscrly demands wae also divided into
einilnr intervale. Table 1 shove 1he frequencies of items in the various
slasaifleations.
Tabls 1» Itsms resolved by the U. 8. Anay Logistical Center, Japan, from the
Mutual Security Directorate, U. 8. Amy Terminal Agonsy, Atlantis
n im
4
Unit Prise
UP.
Ketimatad Average Yearly TJunber of Items
AYDj
a* s
Less than 1,000 2,730
5451,001 - 10,000
10,001 - 100,000 69
100,001 - 1,000,000 7
Over 1,000,000
Less than 1,000 7,443
1,001 - 10,000
10,001 • 100,000
Ovsr 100,000 ( 200,000)* 4
Lass than 100 7,925
101-1,000 1,14*
1,001 • 10,000 312
10,001 - 100,000 29
Over 100,000
Less then 10 2,132
11 - 100 1,240
101 - 1,000 323
1,001 a> 10,000 47
Over 10,000 (50,000)» 6
Less than 10 294
11-100 142
101 - 1,000 26
1,001 ar mora (2,O00)» 1
Lass than 10 rr
11 - 100 21
2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
II
17
II
19
20
21
22
23
M
25
26
Less than $ .10
a
<*
tt
n
| .11 • 41.00
a
n
a
Si .01 - $10.00
•
tt
tt
N
£10.01 - tloo.oo
It
It
tt
$100.01 - $1,000.00
$1,000 - £6,000
§1,000 - #20,000
$1,000 . §15,000
Total 25,003
» The upper limit uaed in subsequent semnutatlens ie shown in parentheses.
These arc part of a larger system of 46,893 itens handled by UT.ALCJ • All of
-fee items in thin study wore received from the Mutual Security Directorate,
U. S. Array Terminal Agency, Atlantic, Brooklyn, N, Y.
The number of iteras In Table 1 varies inversely with unit price end
average yearly demand, for this reason the representative it*mn haw been
given unit prices and average yearly demands closer to the origin -than the
arithmetic average of the class limits. The following logarithmic average
van used,
UPj r «xp<-Mloge UPL^ log# UPUj)) (56)
AYDj - exp(f(log AYDLj ¥ log# AYWJj)) (57)
*h.ere UPLj was the lover limit for unit price in the Jth class. UPUj, AYBLj,
and AYDU. vers similarly defined. Table 2 shows Hie unit prices and average
yearly demonda of Hie representative items. Also shewn is the dollar value of
yearly demand for each representative item.
DVYDj = UP^ AYD^ (58)
The unit price, average yearly demand, and dollar value of yearly demand are
not affected by the (R,q) policy so they are called invariant parameters.
nTable 2i Ropressntativs unit prices, ay*rage yearly demands, rmd dollar values
of yearly demand for liana found from the logarithmic average of
class liaitfl
R5B Rspressmtativo
Number Unit Priee
Rtprosontfitive
Average Yearly Demand
Dollar Value of
Yearly Demand
DVYDj
I .0316 31.6227
2 .0316 3163.8580
| .0316 31624,3270
4 .0316 316229.0000
6 .3316 31,6227
7 ,3316 3163.8580
8 .3316 31624.3270
| .3316 141421,9000
10 3.1780 9.WW
11 3.1780 317.8048
12 3.1780 3163.8580
13 3.1780 31624.3270
15 31.6385 3.1622
16 31,6385 33.1662
17 31.6385 317.8048
18 31,6385 3163.8580
19 31,6385 22361.7890
20 316,2434 3.1622
U 316.2434 33,1662
22 316.2434 317.8048
23 316.2434 1414.9202
24 2444.5006 3.1622
H 4472.1562 33.1662
26 3873.0010 317.8048
1,0000
100.0500
1000.0492
10000,0410
10,4880
1049.3331
10488.6040
46904.34S0
31.7804
1009.9993
10054.8960
100503.6600
100.0499
1049,3326
10054.8930
100099.9700
707495.2500
1000.0495
10488.6070
100503.7000
447459.3000
7745.9996
148324.6000
1230858.4000
3ourect Based on Table 1 and aquations (36), (57), and (58)
Invariant Parameters
Any parameter that describes ft representative item which is independent
of the (R,Q) policy is called an invariant parameter, the unit price, average
yearly demand, end the dollar value of yearly demand are invariant parsmeterft
that ht?ve been presented. The procurement ten'* time, the expected value of
isjftrtd during the procurement lead timft, the variance to mean ratio, and the
standard deviation of demand during the procurement trad time are presented
k Mft
.
22
Ihe length of time needed for "iae next higher depot to precees a requisi-
tion and for th« good* to be transported to USALCJ reraained the pro* ropsrdlees
of tho (R,Q) policy, Hence, the procurement load tine ess an invariant parameter,
The expected value of demand during the proeurosient lead time is the portion of
tho average yearly demand that ens expected to occur during L,
7*»ls Si Procurement load times and expected values of demand for representa-
tive items
1 •• T»
Iflsm -
Procur'-signt Load Ttasf -jqv 1 psj*j| o" BHI 1 1 H the
flta unite) T!(Y«)
l S3•71.70
mm Z372.8V35
.75 23718.2450
4
.21 66408.0900
.75 Z3.7170
7<
. to 237 <i•8935
8 »71
9
.21
10
.75 7.4999
11
.75 238.3536
12
.21 664.4101
13
.21 6641.1086
15
.75 2.3716
16
.75 24.8746
17
.21 66,7390
18
.21 564.4101
H •21 4815.9756
20
.75 2.3716
II .21 6*9649
22
.21 66.7390
23
.21 297,1332
24
.21 .6440
n •21 6.9649
26
.21 66.7390
Source: Frocurenont leed tiaos, letter from US'tCJ to 1R0 dated 26 January
1965| Expected values of demand based on I given here, AYD from
Table 2, and eauation (16)
23
Hie ratio of the variance of demand to expected deaand during the procure-
nort lend tine is an invariant parameter* The vp.ri*nce to mean ratio (WRj)
depends on the distribution of the requisition afttt (p. 12). An earlier study
•f euotoraers in the continental united States ortimfted VMRj from -fee
yerrly dorasnd iwd the unit price (1). Since AYDj and UP^ were ueod to specify
representative itens, a similar relationship wee sought.
A scatter diapraa of 656 Iteas showsd thet a good fit would bo obtained
with * linear regwrssion equation involving log : rUhrsc of the -Hire© variables,
(59)
log^VtIRj-4.50380 * 0.<i3e88(log
a
Ay!)j-5 #740Ol)«0.009«l(log#UPj-1.05984)
(60)
Iho additional reduction in tho orror sun of squares obtained by use of -fills
equation instead of one involving only AYD^ is ths following
The following statistic was us*d to test for a significrnt reduction (3).
A? - P2
ft***) r h™ 12 (68)
2 o
Por
^.23
?
«9420p » rJ2
=
.94204, n= 656, tho observed T is 0.451, which is
not significant. Ths additional benefit gained from the unit price wee not
signifi-cint so an equation dependinr only on AYD. was used to osti»te VUR
.J 3
log^VUR^
- 4.50 = 0.945 flos^AYD,- 5.74) («3)
VURj sxp(-.921 + 0.945 log#AYDj) (64)
M4hieh equals
VMR.
- .398 AYE'945 (65)
TYible 4: Variance to =sar. ratioa nnd standard deriutions of deoond during
tho procurement lead time for the representative items
Claw Variance to Moan Ttsnd: rd DevV.tinn
Number Ratio of Demand
1 10.4146 15.7163
2 80P.P164 1385.3640
3 7123.0297 12997.9100
4 62754.6490 64555.5200
6 10.4146 15.7163
7 808.8164 1385.3640
8 7123.0297 6877.8490
9 29334.7740 29516.1200
10 3.5086 5.12<»7U 92.1905 148.2360
12 808.8164 73S.06«0
13 7123.0297 6877.8490
15 1.1820 1.6743
1« 10.8943 16.4618
17 92.1905 78.4391
18 808.8164 733.0660
19 5133.6744 4909.9490
20 1.1820 1.6743
21 10.8943 8.7107
22 92.1905 78.4391
23 378.0825 355.1728
24 1.1820 0.8859
25 10.8943 8.7107
26 92.1905 78.4391
Source* VMR from r«*rr*ss.io?? emotion (65) vita AYD from ">hle 8 t et<?ndcrd
deviation fro* equation (27) with L from Tfcble 3
The (M) Pol toy in Use
The policy for each lion at USALCJ was determined by the dollar value of
annual demand of that Item. 'Vhe* deeend broupht aseats down to a certain number
of months of supply, u procurement requisition fbr a eertain number of aonthe
of eupply was sent to the next higher depot. A month of supply is tV number
of units needed to satisfy demand during an average month. Demand during an
average month was estimated from the demand durinp the previous calendar year
(1964). Table 5 gives the schedule used to o»t policy at US/LCJ.
Table 5i Reorder points and replenishment quantities in months of supply
Toller Value of Yearly Demand Reorder Point Replenishment
(Months) Quantity (Months)
* ,01 - % 70.00 12
70,01 - 90.00 12 42
90.01 - 125,00 12 36
125.01 - 190.00 12 30
190.01 a 320.00 12 24
320.01 - 635.00 12 18
635.01 - 1,265,00 12 12
1,265.01 - 2,525.00 4.5 9
2,525.01 - 7,600.00 4.5 6
7,600.01 or more 4.5 3
Sources Letter from USALCJ to IPX) dated 26 January 1965
The reorder point in months of supply and the reorder point in units are
relatod by
AYD.
. „„ x
r- - u. —L. fit)
J J 12
Similarly, the replenishment quantities in months of supply and in units are
related by
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Table fit Reorder point* and replenishment quantities for repreeentativ» iteras
" 1 '
Class Months of Supply Units
Number Reorder Point Replenishment Reorder Point Replenishment
Quantity quantity
3 l
"J
R«
1 X£ ti 99 195.48
1 ii 9.041 .7
3 ve* X<5 11 .ABO 31.624.
fl
- 4.5 3 118,586 79,057.
6 196.40.
7 4. *.ma 19 X jlOO 1.049.4
8 4.5 1 XX 2.6P2.1
9 4.5 3 53,036 35,358.
10 12 48 10 40.
11 4.5 12 119 317.8
12 4.5 1,186 790.96
13 4.5 1 11,859 7,906.
15 12 « •m r ACv e *
16 4.5 12 93.16
17 P 119 79.45
U 4.5 1 1,186 790.96
1 oM 4.5 3 8,386 5,590.5
20 12 12 3 3.16
11 4.5 3 12 8.29
22 4.5 3 119 79.45
23 4.5 3 531 353.73
24 4.5 3 2 .79
25 4.5 3 12 8.29
M 4.5 3 119 79.45
Source: The dollar ralue of yearly demand for each representative item, given
in Table 2, was used to find the 5 tea's (M fP) policy in Table 5| the
equivalent (R,Q) policy was reterained trfth emixtions (66) and (67)
The reorder point has been thought of as the quantity such «tat there will
be enough units in stock to saticfy demrmd during tho proeuraeent lead time
plus a safety stock. The sefety stock is a certain number (a) of standard
deviations of demand.
"7
Sliailarly, the rpplenishiaent cuantity eon be exnrsssed as m sertain msnbar of
standard deviations of donand
.
Since the expected value of doi&and and ihe stcr.dard deviation of deramd are
invariant pnnwetsrs, an (R fQ) policy is r«?ally set by fixing the a^ end b^.
Henee, an (a.,b) policy for an item determines its (R,Q) policy.
Table 7: Coefficients a, end b of the (R,Q) policies for the representstive
item
Class
Ihxnbcr
1 .5270 8.0476
? ,5710 6.8514
s -.9123 2.4330
1 .8082 1.2246
1 .5270 8.0483
7 -.8567 .7574
1 .7586 .3812
9 .7906 1.1979
10 ,4tT1 7.7977
11 -.8051 2,1438
11 .7115 1.0789
13 .7586 1.1494
15 .3753 5.6680
16 -.7820 2.0143
17 .6662 1.0128
IB .7115 1.0789
19 .7515 1.1386
M .3733 1.8873
21 .5780 .9517
22 ••Mi 1.0128
23 .6«77 1.0553
M 1.5080 .8917
n .57P0 .9517
M .6662 1.0128
Source: r(Y) from "nable 3 "nd the standard deviation frosi *?»bls 4 were
used in equations (68) and (69) solved for a and b,, respect!vsly
A computer program was witter, that would formulate optimal policies In
teras of a. and $> coefficients for each representative item and than calculata
tha expected values of perfomnnce and activity for tha whole aystem.
The modal and tha representative items vara cheeked for validity by
calculating tha expected values for -the system under the policy in use and
comparing these firurea «*ith th» ohaerved indexes of narformanco cr.d activity.
The results are giver in Table P when tha arithmetic average of clees limita
mac used to determine representative items, information on these representative
items is given in Appendix 1. These estimates vara too far from the data so
this sot of representative items was rejected.
Table 8t Expected values and data on tha H. S„ Army logistical Canter, Japan
f
calculated for a set of representative items determined by arithmetic
averages of clans limits (Tfeble 1) for average yearly demand and unit
price
Performance index Expected Value1 Data 2
Availability 0,9498 Unknown
Purchase Actions Per Year 20,209 13,100
Dollar Value of
Stock on Hand (Inventory) *38,260 ,000 I 9,199,000
Backerders 1,556,000 1,604,000
Hot Stock 38,710,000 7,595,000
Assets 61,270,000 22,180,000
Requisitioning Objective 80,137,000 23,570,000
Sources* (1) See Appendix 1 for supporting computational (2) tetter and
inelosuree from USALCJ to IRO dated 26 January 1965
The representative items determined by logarithiaie av>raRoe ae presented
|i this section wore then tried, rinoe the expected values cwee reasonably
close to the date:, ths Eiodel find thie set of representative items were accepted.
Acceptance Brant that the expected values calculated for any riven (R,Q) policy
would be considered to be a good prediction of how the system would actually
operate if it were placed under that policy.
Table 9t Expected velues and data on the U. S. Army Logistical Center, Japan
i
calculated fbr a set of representative iteme determined by lognrithmie
avereges of class limits (Table 1) for average yearly demand and unit
price
Performance Index Expected Value1 lot*
Availability 0.9034
Purehaee Actions Per Year 14,240 13,100
Dollar Value of
Stock on Hand (inventory) $11,330,000 $ 9,199,000
Backordors 1,203,000 1,604,000
Met Stock 10,130,000 7,595,000
Assets 19,280,000 22,180,000
Requisitioning Objective 25,480,000 23,570,000
Soureas i (1) Computer program calculations; (2) Letter and inclospures frcsi
USALCJ to IRO dated 2fl January 1965
OBTAINING OPTIMAL POLICIES AND FORECASTING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
An optimal (a,b.) policy minimises the total economic cost of carrying:
each item in the system. The concept ef total economic cost has been thoroughly
discussed by Churchman, Aekoff, and Arnofff2). In earlier work (1) it was
assumed thet the cost of a procurement action and the cost per year of holding
a unit were known. These factors were not known for USALCJ. Inetend, policies
were formulated for various availabilities and cost factors to forecast what
would happen to the system under various optimal policies. In this way, possible
alternatives were found in terms of changed investment, backorders, availability,
and procurement activity ehile minimising the total economic eoet.
Too coot of a procurement action (CP) includes all costs associated with
processing a requisition that are independent of the replenishment quantity.
Ths cost of holding (CH) in ths cost per dollars worth of unit per year
required to maintain, store, and handle an item.
at - Coat per year of keeping a unit in rtttfc
" Unit Price
The coat of holding includes implicit costs such ae interest.
Both cost factors were considered to be linear. That is, if there will
be k times as many purchases under one policy relative to some base policy,
the cost of procurement operations under the proposed policy would be k times
the cost of procurement under the base policy. Similarly for the cost of
holding—if inventory changes by a factor of k, so doss the cost of holding
this inventory. The same values of the cost factors were assumed to be
appropriate for all items in the system.
The expected total economic cost of carrying an item under some (a,b)
policy is a function of the cost of procurement, the cost of holding, and the
availability. The total economic cost is
C(ft,fc|CP,CH) = CP - HPY -v CH Up . E(I) (70)
where it it understood -that the cost la ale© a function of the invariant
parametera (pp. 21-24) of the itea. A Lagrange multiplier waa introduced (5)
eo that the availability can be specified.
C(a,b|CP/CH t«-s ) = CP HPY i CH DP E(l) * ft (*~*g) (Yl)
It will be shown that only the ratio of the cost factors influences the
coefficients a and b.
To minimise the total economic cost of the item, partial derivatives
wore taken with respect to a, b, and ».
5j - ™
To find the partial derivetiveo of E(l), recall equation (55).
s
—[*(A) - S(Y) 4
*(B)J (Y3)J ft «?ft'
Bo. + *ElBl (74)
<?ft
«?b ^^" + *b. (75)
N?or a vsrinble y and a constant k (B) t
(k)
w(k,y) dy 1(1^)^1 . w^k))^.
Jl u(k) P1 * *
+ j 4 w(k,y) dy (76)
Applying equation (76) to the partial derivatives of the expected vslue of
bsckordere,
"f?1 r jT| (y-*(Y)-&cr)(l - 9(f)) dy (77)
_,^(Y)^*^
6 | (1 - C(y)) dy (78)
'E(rV a
^JtfU : -cr~<< (79)
-| 15(3) (80)
Applying equation (76) to the partial derivative* of availability,
^ j 1 r S(T)Mcr
/J -J (1 - lt|» (»S)
•where r(a) i8 the value of 1he standard nerval cumulative distribution function.
Since tin constant used to link availability to th« cost function, it
should not bo a port of the final solution, fhe thro© equations (72) my bo
rewritten us ten squetiens with « eliminated. The result is
.8
2 , » Jv2 . ^ _ (l-"«) b •
CR UP L 7WH
(8*)
CP and CH ore the only veriablss in 1 that sro not inrarlsnt. It is ihsir ratio,
CP/CH, that really offsets the valves of & and fe. !?or this study ths coat of
holding ens arbitrarily fixed at .15 sad only CP erne change*. The forecast of
the syatem*a reap—s to various optical policies formulated free) many cembin-
ationo of costs of procurement end availability vera calculated.
Iheee equations have beam solved (1959) as a part of the Ordnance Inventory
Management Project at the Maamaehmcetts Institute of Technology and tables mere
provided on punched cards for tMs reeoarch. For many availabilities between
•10 and .Wf the vpIuos of & and & are given for values of Z betenon .001 and
10,000.
One other adjustment needed to he made. The management at USALCJ did not
•ant to purchase less than one Month's supply at a time ee the computer program
was written to cheese the replenishTient quantity according to equation (88).
Q« - Ha*(.0833 AYDj, fc^) (86)
3hen Q wan changed, the (a,bj policy was no longer optimal. By adjusting the
& coefficient, however, a policy wse found which would minimise the cost
subject to the constraint on 0. For most of the policies analysed, Q was
changed in three or fever claeeee.
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'Ihe computer prograa ma written to find an optiaal policy ui calculate
the expected rallies of perforaanoe and activity for the eyetea. By edjuetin*
"the coot of procurement for eaoh of eersral evailabilitiee between .TO and .ft,
it wee poeeible to find polieioa under which the total amber of proeureaeat
actions per yeer would be expected to be eloae to 14,840, the present theoretical
level. The ieo*precurenent action curve io ehewn in fig. 8.
Of particular interest wee the aaxiBua poeeible reduction in inweetaeut
when baeJcordera and prooureaente were bold et their theoretical levels of
*1 ,203,000 and 14,240 per year, respectively. It wee estimated that an optiaal
policy could reduce investment froa Hi.) Billion to 110.1 aillion, a reduction
•f $1,200,000. If lnveotaent and proeureaente were held at their theoretical
levels, an optiaal polity wee found that predicted a reduction in baekerdere to
about 1890,000, a ehange of *390,000, which la a t* per eeat reduction.
Of course, any other point on the iso-nroeuranent action curve could bo
ohoeon. In particular, these points between the two points Just aentloned
would represent trades of a portion of the aesiaua poeeible reduction of
investaent or baekerdere for a partial reduction In Hie other.
If lnveataent and baekerdere were held at their present theoretical levels,
it was estimated that proeureaente could be reduced to 6,340 per year, a ehange
of 59 per cent.
Tig. 2t Iso-procurement action curve for the U» S. Army Logistical Center,
Jepan, 14,240 per year. Availability appears below eaeh policy
emlyied.
Source t See Appendix 2 for complete information on each policy. 7b« policy
identification number Is given for each point.
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Appendix li A description of the sot of representative items defined by the
arithmetic erarage of clan* limits in liable 1.
Lot a oet of representative items bo defined by -the arithmetic
of the class limits for unit pries and arerage yearly demand in Table 1. The
invariant parameters describing oath of thsse items sort found and are presented
below. fl» (R,Q) policy and the equivalent (a,b) policy are reported below in
Tables 13 and 14 respectively, f^e expected values of performance and activity
are presented in "table 8 (p. 28).
Table 10
t
Representative unit prices, average yenrly domende, and dollar values
of yearly demand for items found from the arithmetic aTorsgo of class
limits
Class Repreeentative
Number Unit Price
3 OP 4
Representative
Average Yearly Demand
AYD.
Dollar Value of
Yearly Demand
DfYD*
1
I
3
4
I
7
9
10
11
u
13
15
16
17
18
19
M
B
n
n
24
28
M
.055
.055
.055
.055
.555
.555
.555
.555
5.505
5.505
5.505
5.505
55.005
55.005
55.005
55.005
55.005
550.005
550.005
550.005
550.005
3500 .005
105T10.005
5000.005
500.5
5500.5
55000.5
550000,5
500.5
5500.5
55000.5
150000.5
50.5
550.5
5500.5
55000.5
5.5
55.5
550.5
5500.5
30000.5
5.5
55.5
550.5
1500.5
5.5
55.5
550.5
27.5275
302.5275
3025.0275
30250.0270
277.7775
3052.7775
30525.2770
83250.2770
278.0025
3030.5025
3T.280.2520
302777.7500
302.5275
3052.7775
30280.2520
302555.0000
1650177.5000
3025.0275
30525.2770
302777.7500
e25282.5000
18250.0270
582750.2700
4<«a™o.7ooo
Sourcsj Based on Table 1 and equation (58).
T^tols Hi Procurement leed tinwe end expected values of demand for representa-
tive item
Class Procurement I end Tlrao
(1» years)
S
Expected Value of Demand in ths
Procurement Load Tiae
(In units) ?(Y.)
V
I .7500 3*5.3750
1 .7500 4125 • 3750
3 .2083 11456.6040
1 .2003 114565.1000
1 .7500 375.3750
7 .2063 « i * e ftr 4*1145.7541
1 11456.6040
V .2083 31245.1040
Ifl .7500 37.8750
11 .2083 114.6691
12 .2083 1145.7541
13 .2^83 11456.6040
13 .7500 4.1250
16 .5083 11.5606
- SJ17 .2083 114 6691
11 .2^83 1145.7541
19 .2083 6949.1041
.2083 1.1456
B .2083 11.5606
22 »aoti 114.6691
23 .2083 312.5541
M .2083 1.1456
25 .2083 11.5606
26 ,1081 114.6691
Sourest Procurement lesd tines, letter from TTSALCJ to IR0 d«t*d 26 J*>nurry
1965 1 Expected vsluee of deraand based on L given here, AYD from
TSble 10, end equation (16)
*Table 12t Variance to mean ratios &cd standard deviations of demand during
ths procurement load time for th* repr»ssntetive items
Class Variance to Keen Standard Aviation
Number Ratio sf Desiand
5 VUR Or
X^X •WW.'
2 /3» Z.lnxu
AiGvXO.OO (U 1X733.3WU
4 105673.5700 110133.6000
6 «6.1U.0O**
7 XcOv'.Xocl'
P 31733.3V<X)
31013.5950 31129.1300
1 X ooeo
iu oeooxn.vjtrw 133.2918
12 X«ft»).x3TO
13 12016.8670
15 1.9942 2.8681
16 17.7215 14.3133
w 154.9389 133.2918
16 1364.0337 1250.1380
19 6776.9033 6507.6550
no 1.994? 1.5115
21 17.7215 14.3133
St 154.938? 133.2918
23 399.6575 353.4326
24 1.9942 1.5115
17.7215 14.3133
r>r 154.9389 133.2918
Sourest VUR from regression equation (65) with AYD from ^ble 10| standard
deviation fross equation (27) with L from Tfcble 11
Table 13» Reorder pointe and repleniehaent quantities for representative itens
• 1 is tt
Reorder Point Replonl ehnent Ouwitity
J (In unit*) R 4 (In units) Q*j
I 500.5000 2002*000
2 5500.5000 11001.000
20617.0000 27500.300
1
• 2061 68 .0000 3 3750(i.0(X>
1 500.5000 1001.000
2061.9000 2750.250
1 20617 .0000 13y r>0*CX3O
9 56228.0000 37500.100
10 50.5000 101.000
11 206.3500 275.250
12 2061.9000 1375.100
u 20617.0000 1375C.100
15 5.5000 11,000
16 20.8040 27.750
17 206.3500 137.625
IP 2061.9000 1375.125
19 11245.7000 750" .125
20 2.0617 2.750
21 20.8040 13.875
22 206.3500 137.625
23 562.4600 375.125
24 2.0617 1.375
25 20.8040 13.875
26 206.3500 137.625
Sources The dollar tpIuo of yearly demand fbr each reprdeentntivr item, given
in Table 10. vae ueed to find the item's (M,P) policy, +\en the equi-
yalent (R,Q) policy wee determined with equatione (66) and (67)
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Table 14* Coefficients £ sad b, of the (R»Q) policies for the reprei»sntstive
iteBS
Class
Number V
1 .5427 8.6834
2 .5796 4.6375
3 .7807 2.3437
4 .8317 1.2484
1 .5427 4.3417
•7328 2.1999
8 .7807 1.1718
1 .8025 1.2046
10 4.0763
11 .6878 2.0650
IP .7328 1.0999
13 .7007 1.1718
14 .4794 3.8352
16 .6457 1.9387
* e*#17
.6878 1.0325
18 .7328 1.0999
It .7678 1.1525
20
.6060 1.3193
21 .6457 .9693
22
.
Sf*78 1.0325
23
.7070 1.0613
24
.6060 .9096
25
.6457 .9693
26
.6878 1.0325
Sourest E(Y) from Table 11 and ths standerd deviation from Table 12 were
used in equations (68) and (69) solved for a and b respectively
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Appendix 2t Expected values of performance and activity for certain
availabilities and costs of procurement
Ttm the more than eighty policies investigated, the following were need
to establish the forecasts given in this thesis. Polieise are listed in the
order as one reads up the iso-preeursswnt curve In Tig. 2 (p. 35).
Table 15i Expected dollar values. (Thousands of Dollars)
Identification
Number
Backorders Stock on Hand
( Tnvestaent)
Assets
Stockage
Objective
im 3,997 6,437 11,591 16,147
154 2,554 7,597 14,193 18,744
151 2,302 7,905 14,753 19,302
145 1 ,848 8,632 15,934 20,483
132 1,338 9,756 17,569 22,107
125 207 11,586 19,929 24,449
1 II 245 15,890 24,795 29,254
157 83 19,540 28,607 33,024
165 37 22,031 31,144 35,537
182 1,227 11,349 19,273 28,911
Table 16: Purchases per yecr, actual availability, peraasters determining
policy, (cost of holding was alseys .15)
.
Policy
Identification
'lumber
Purchases
Per Year
Actual
Availability
"^ble
Availability
/"**»' A 1*
fl + 4 a«At viOIl
167 14,240 .6122 .6000 6.50
154 14,260 .7075 ftftM 8.75
151 i4*tM .7270 .7200 9.25
145 14,240 a ? 1 .7600 in.37
132 14,240 .8113 .8100 11.83
125
• r of I • nee 13.73
149 14,250 .9500 17.37
157 14,235 .9797 .9800 19.75
165 t4#M0 iitfi .9900 21.00
182 6,340 .8281 .8100 95.00
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
Each symbol used in this thesis is followed by the first page on v#iieh it
appears and/or the page on irtiich it is defined and explained. The subscript J,
which is used to identify -the item, is omitted hero.
Greek totters
T AvniT sMl <tv
' 1.23 23
"Jul ti nl d M^rflRn^nn emfflAfmit
f 1 w1 .32 23 ' ultinla iMfiniafl eneffiplent
I H Lasrrsnce Multiplier
11 Lfoon nutabor of requisitions received por unit tine
rr 12 Standard <3»ir1 at! «*» of ripnv-wi' AiiHyjp +Vift nmnircniiwfu uvTi.blVn V* UWUU UU1 JL 11 V wilt/ ^lQVUi QHB
leed time
L^tin Litliri
1 26 Coefficient determining the safety stock
A 14 Assets, a random variable
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The expected value* of performance and nativity for a multi-item inventory
system can bo estimated froa; tho expected values for the items in the system.
The expected values of internet were the investment, dollar value ef beekerdere,
the availability, and the number of procurement actions noce3eary to replenish
stock. Demand could not be lost in the military inventory system being studied,
tfoa U. 8« Army Logistical Center, Japan. The expected values for each item sere
found to be functions of the invariant parameters of the item and the policy
used to govern replenishment ef the stock ef the item. Possible alternatives
in tonus of changed investment, baekordore, procurement activity, and avail-
ability sere found by asjftyiag end evaluating vsrieue policies.
The dollar value ef buokordcrs was considered to be e hotter index ef
performance than the total number ef unite backordered because the loss due to
the unavailability of a unit sr.s assumed to be proportional to its unit price.
The availability is «io probability that net stock ie above or at sere unite,
i.e. it is ths probability that timers are no baekordere.
Under the assumption that demand had a compound Poieeon distribution, the
expected values for a tynieel item -sere derived. It *aa found that demand was
approximately noreally distributed for Ion? procurement l*«d tiraes. The mean
and variance of demand during the procurement lend time are invariant par—stew
of each item.
Tho 2S,00S items sere classified into groups such mat all items in each
group had about the same valuos for their invariant parametere. The expected
values for each representative item were calculated by a computer for a given
poliey. Totale for the whole system were found by adding the weighted expected
veluee for each representative item.
IAll policies evaluated were of Hie type presently In use. When Meet*
ere eo.ua! to or below a certain motor of units, the reorder point, an ©r*er
is sent to the appropriate depot in the United States for a certain number
of units of the item, called the replenishasmt quantity, The assets are the
number of units on hand plus the number on order minus the number beekordered.
A set of representative items were found such that their expected values
of performance and activity under the present policy were reasonably close to
those rieneed at the Iioglmtfjsjl renter* Tlie usefulness of Hie conclusions
is based on the o-oouwotion that the «yt>tem will respond So any given policy in
» manner similar to fee ohuige in th* expected values for the representative
items relative to the theoretical expoetad values calculated from the repre-
sentative items under the present policy.
Policies were made by usin* the remits of th# Oirrfnanc* Tnventary Manage-
ment Project, for a given availability and coot factor ratio, tMs earlier
roeoerch minimised the total eeorseie ooat of carrying? an item and, therefore,
minimised the cost of the syrrtera. By tryinr various oowhir/'tions of coat
factor ratios and availabilities, possible ©han*es in the I Of istie»l Center
wore explored*
Tor each availability from .60 to .99, the ooet factor ratio wao adjusted
to get the same number of procursment aetions as sre ureeently experienced
(14,240) i*ile investment and brckorders were determined. One of these policies
could fceeretically change investment to $10.1 million (from the present $11.
3
million), a reduction of *1.2 million. Another policy was found t 1 at forecast
a reduction of *3«50,000 in the dollar value of baokerders, a change of BP*.
A policy was found i*>at would ehsnwe the number of procurements per your
to 6,340, a reduction of 55*, while keeping investment and V-ekerdere at
their present levels*
